Only a few short hours are left before the doors of Huntington Hall will be thrown open to the eager crowds waiting without. The tickets are going fast, and if sales continue at the present rate, they will be at a premium. The United States mint has announced that there will be forty-six pieces, but has promised a supply that will arrive today and take care of the immediate needs. Don't let this shortage worry anyone, however, for the men who sell the tickets can change anything up to ten dollars. Arrangements are all planned to handle the immense crowds. The hall is divided into sections, one for the ladies and one for the stage. You need not worry about getting into the wrong section as there will be an army of ushers to look after you. A very elaborate program has been planned. Burlesques and vaudeville will happen tonight. It is to be remembered that those who wish to go and haven't already will have to make the trip quick, as only the Chinese themselves can give them. The cafe scene in San Francisco promises to be a stupendous production with elaborate stage settings. Many card tricks that even the math professors cannot explain will be demonstrated and exposed. This will be fascinating Chinese stunts as only the Chinese themselves can give them. The hall has to be used for the recitations. President Macaulay, in his address before the Merchant Club last Tuesday, said that the Institute aims especially to bring its students in direct touch with the actual conditions of life. Speaking particularly of the chemical department, which is one very closely related to business life, he said that there is “no more suitable place in the world for chemical engineers.” President Macaulay advocated that those students and recent graduates who are carrying on researches for all kinds of corporations and industries, including the chemical, but also in electrical, agricultural, and sanitary work, make it a point that the institute can furnish facilities for this kind of work is one of its most effective educational factors.
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